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Chapter 2811 The victorious return (1) 

The team’s bus was already waiting at the exit of the tunnel. While Xia ruofei and Ruby were attending 

the post – Match press conference, the other RCD Espanyol players had also packed up and were 

waiting for the two of them on the bus. 

Although the away game was in the same city, the team had to take the bus back to the training base 

before they were dismissed. 

Like most European clubs, the Spain ‘first team implemented a walking training system. The players 

usually lived in their own homes and just had to attend training on time every day. 

In fact, everyone’s cars were parked in the parking lot of the training base. They had gathered in the 

hotel the day before the game. 

After Xia ruofei and Ruby got on the bus, the players cheered and applauded. 

After defeating the powerful arch – enemy of the same city, bar?a, the Spanish team was in a good 

mood. The team bus started slowly and drove out of nokapu. 

On the road, groups of bar?a fans could be seen, and it was obvious that they were very depressed. 

The loss was not as simple as losing to their arch – enemy in the same city. In fact, Barcelona was only 

three points ahead of Real Madrid at the end of the last round. Real Madrid won easily in this round, but 

Barcelona unexpectedly failed in the “gutter” of RCD Espanyol. As a result, the points of the two teams 

were actually the same, and Barcelona barely held the top spot because of the goal difference. 

They could not afford to lose any of the games that followed, even if they were already leading for more 

than half a season. As long as they lost a game, Real Madrid was likely to catch up and eventually snatch 

the league title. 

What made the bar?a fans gnash their teeth the most was that the Spaniards lost to Real Madrid 

without any resistance. However, when they faced bar?a, it was as if they had been injected with 

chicken blood, and they eventually won against bar?a. 

In other words, not only did the Spaniards steal three points from Barcelona, but they also gave three 

points to Real Madrid a few rounds ago. They were really arch – rivals in the same city! It was simply too 

infuriating! 

When the bar?a fans saw the Spanish team’s bus driving over, many of them stopped and booed at the 

bus. Some of them even made very inelegant gestures. In short, everyone’s eyes were very unfriendly. 

If it wasn’t for the police cars escorting them, some of them might have done something irrational. 

Of course, the police car escort was not a privilege. It was an arrangement made by the Barcelona police 

station for safety reasons. Every time Barcelona and RCD Espanyol had a Derby in the same city, the 

Barcelona police would break out in a sweat. Their work pressure was also very high. 



Although they could see the bar?a fans booing them and raising their middle fingers from time to time 

outside the car window, the Spanish players in the car were not affected by it at all. They talked about 

the details of today’s game along the way, especially Xia ruofei’s hook kill in the last minute, which was 

mentioned the most. 

In the end, no one knew who started it, but the players began to sing loudly in the bus, and the 

atmosphere in the bus was very enthusiastic. 

Wu Lei was sitting beside Xia ruofei. He said,”Brother Xia, my teammates want to celebrate tonight. 

They asked me to invite you to join them.” 

Although Xia ruofei was also a Spaniard, no one could ignore his other identity as the major shareholder 

of the football club. Therefore, when the players faced Xia ruofei, they were more or less nervous. Wu 

Lei and Xia ruofei were of the same race, and they clearly had a good personal relationship. That was 

why they had asked Wu Lei to come and invite them. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said with a smile,””I’m not going! If I go, they won’t be able to relax. 

It’s you, Lei Zi, who needs to participate. This is a good opportunity to integrate into the team and get 

closer to your teammates. ” 

“I understand!” Wu Lei nodded and said. 

“Drink as little as possible, you can’t drink too much!” Xia ruofei said seriously. 

In the European arena, there had been a few players who were addicted to alcohol, and their careers 

had been seriously affected. Although Xia ruofei did not expect all the players to be as self – disciplined 

as the Ronaldo, he still had a bottom line. 

There would be no matches in the next few days, and Ruby had given the team a day off. It was 

completely reasonable for everyone to celebrate their victory tonight and relax a little. However, it was 

not advisable to drink and have fun without restraint. 

“Don’t worry, brother Xia!”Wu Lei laughed. I never drink!” 

“That’s even better!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

The bus returned to the Dani – Halk training base. The players took their respective cars and left. The 

club sent another car to send Xia ruofei back to the hotel. 

When Xia ruofei walked into the hotel lobby, he saw Zhou leiyun already waiting on the sofa in the guest 

area. 

He walked up with a smile and asked,””Director Zhou, were you waiting for me?” 

It was only then that Zhou leiyun noticed Xia ruofei. He quickly stood up and said,””President Xia, you’re 

back! Thank the heavens for this match! Of course, the most important thing is to thank you! If you 

didn’t run all the way back to participate in the competition, I’m afraid that our team would have been 

miserably abused by Bassa today!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you don’t have to thank me. After all, I’m a shareholder of the club.” Besides, 

I’ve heard so many thanks today that my ears are getting calluses ...” 



Then, Xia ruofei asked again,”director Zhou, did you wait in the hotel lobby just to thank me?” Speak! 

What’s the matter?” 

Zhou leiyun led Xia ruofei to the guest sofa and sat him down, then said,””Although I didn’t make a 

special trip here, I actually dropped your two friends off at the hotel. Then, I figured that you would be 

here soon, so I decided to wait for you here and talk to you ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”you want to talk to me?” Alright! Then say it!” 

“Director Xia,” Zhou leiyun asked cautiously,”you’ve previously responded to the netizens ‘calls for you 

to join the national team on Weibo and in the headlines. I want to know ... Have you changed your 

mind?” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”I’m not a three – year – old child. How can this change?” Besides ... Serving the 

country was an honorable thing! Why should I change? General manager Zhou, we have a good 

relationship, so if you have anything to say, just say it! Can you not be so hesitant?” 

Zhou leiyun smiled awkwardly and said,”director Xia, it’s like this.” As for the Chinese Football 

Association ... I hope to meet you in person to understand your thoughts and discuss some specific 

details. The people from the Football Association have already arrived in Barcelona. They did not contact 

you in advance because they did not want to affect your training and preparation for the battle. Instead, 

they came to me ...” 

Chapter 2812 Meeting for negotiation (1) 

Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows and smiled.””The Chinese Football Association is really fast this time! 

Who is it?” 

Zhou leiyun chuckled and said,”you’re such a Big Shot, CEO Xia. How would they dare to slight you?” The 

Chinese Football Association’s Vice President Zhao came here personally. He flew all the way just to see 

you. ” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”Since you’re already here,” he said,”let’s arrange a meeting!” 

“Alright!” Zhou leiyun nodded. President Xia, when are you free? Vice President Zhao’s only mission this 

time is to meet you, so he can make arrangements at any time. ” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,””It’s too late today. Let’s do it tomorrow!” 

“Good! Tomorrow afternoon then. ” Zhou leiyun said,”I’ve also arranged for him to stay in this hotel. 

I’ve arranged for you to have lunch together in the hotel. This way, there won’t be any reporters 

disturbing your conversation.” 

“Alright, thank you for your hard work, director Zhou!” Xia ruofei replied readily,”but I want to bring two 

of my friends along.” 

“No problem! No problem!” Zhou leiyun agreed without a second thought. 

He knew Song Wei’s identity and that Ling Qingxue was Xia ruofei’s girlfriend. Everyone on the internet 

knew about it. Even if Xia ruofei did not mention it, he had to include these two in the list. Otherwise, he 

would have offended someone. 



“Is there anything else?” Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”then I’ll go upstairs!” 

“Alright! It’s been hard on you today, President Xia, you should rest early!” Zhou leiyun hurriedly said. 

Xia ruofei nodded, stood up, and walked towards the elevator. 

He went to Song Wei’s room first. He rang the doorbell for a long time, but no one answered. He 

knocked on the door a few more times. At this moment, the door of the opposite room opened. Ling 

Qingxue poked her head out and smiled.”Stop knocking! Wei Wei is on my side!” 

“I was wondering ...” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“Don’t stand there! Come in, my hero!” Ling Qingxue chuckled and stepped aside. 

Xia ruofei strode into Ling Qingxue’s room and saw Song Wei leant on the bed and flipping through a 

magazine. 

Song Wei and Ling Qingxue had obviously taken a shower, and they were both wearing the same type of 

silk pajamas. 

Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows and said,”F * ck!” From the looks of it, you two sisters are staying 

together today?” 

“We’ll be staying together for the next few days!” Ling Qingxue giggled and raised her eyebrows at Xia 

ruofei.”Do you have a problem with that?” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”no!” I don’t dare to have any objections! It’s good that the two 

great grandaunts like it!” 

Song Wei could not help but smile. She looked up at Xia ruofei and asked, “It’s so late, what’s the 

matter?” 

Xia ruofei was stunned and said,”ah?” Nothing happened! I just came over to say hello and have a chat 

with you guys. ” 

Ling Qingxue, who was at the side, said slowly,””You just want to talk to Wei Wei, right? I saw you 

knocking on Wei Wei’s door. ” 

Song Wei’s face heated up. She looked at Ling Qingxue and said,”Qingxue, don’t talk nonsense! Maybe 

he’s just looking for me to talk, and after that, he’ll just stay in your house! Speaking of which, I’m in the 

way ...” 

Xia ruofei immediately felt a headache. He quickly waved his hand and said,””Can the two of you stop? I 

was wrong! I was wrong, alright?” 

Song Wei and Ling Qingxue burst into laughter at the same time. They were obviously teasing Xia ruofei. 

“Beautiful ladies, how do you feel after watching the competition today?” Xia ruofei could not help but 

ask. 

Ling Qingxue and Song Wei looked at each other and said,””It’s really good!” 

Xia ruofei quickly asked,”What do you mean not bad?” Tell me the details!” 



He was just short of writing the word “praise” on his face. 

Ling Qingxue pursed her lips and smiled. She counted with her fingers and said,””You’re pretty good in 

all aspects! Nokapu indeed lived up to its reputation. The facilities were very advanced, the fans were 

very strong, and the atmosphere was very good! In addition, I can finally see the superstars of Barcelona 

play live, especially Messi and zuáres. Their skills are well – deserved!” 

Xia ruofei almost vomited blood. He widened his eyes and asked,””Just this?” 

Ling Qingxue’s big eyes flashed as she asked,””What else?” 

“I! I ‘ll!” Xia ruofei pointed at himself and said,”we won! And the big Hero who scored the kill goal in the 

last minute is standing right in front of you! Not even a comment?” 

Ling Qingxue giggled and said,”I know!” You don’t have to emphasize it, we watched today’s game from 

beginning to end!” 

Then, Ling Qingxue changed the topic and said,””But you’re a cultivator, shouldn’t it be normal for you 

to beat a group of ordinary people? What’s there to say?” 

Xia ruofei was like a deflated balloon and said,””You’re right ...” 

Song Wei burst out laughing and said,””Qingxue, stop teasing him! He couldn’t even bear to say a word 

of praise! Just now in nokapu’s box, when he scored, your scream almost broke nokapu’s ceiling. 

President Zhou and his friends were shocked by you!” 

Ling Qingxue blushed and said,””It’s not as exaggerated as you said. Besides ... Your voice doesn’t seem 

to be soft either! I saw that as long as he took the ball, your little fists were clenched so tightly that your 

knuckles turned white!” 

Xia ruofei looked on happily as Ling Qingxue and Song Wei exposed each other’s shortcomings. He felt a 

little better. 
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Ling Qingxue and Song Wei stopped at the same time when they saw Xia ruofei trying to hold back his 

laughter. Ling Qingxue said,”Weiwei, let’s not continue. Look at how smug a certain someone is.” 

Xia ruofei quickly put on a straight face and said,””No, no! Qingxue was right, I’m a cultivator, what’s 

there to be proud of for winning against a group of ordinary people? Although ... I didn’t cheat with my 

true energy in the game, and it’s not certain that you can play football well as long as you practice, not 

to mention that it’s impossible to kick such a beautiful Barb without a little foundation ... But there’s 

really nothing to be proud of! Not surprising! It’s not surprising ...” 

Although Xia ruofei said that there was nothing to be proud of, he could not help but show the pride on 

his face. Ling Qingxue and Song Wei could not help but laugh at the sight. 

“Go back to your room!” “What are you doing in a girl’s room in the middle of the night?” Ling Qingxue 

said unhappily. 



“Alright! The two beauties should rest early! I’m also going back to my room!” Xia ruofei said with a 

smile. 

He walked to the door and stopped. He turned around and said,””By the way, there’s a lunch party 

tomorrow afternoon. You guys can come with me!” 

“Dinner? You have a dinner in Spain?” Ling Qingxue said,”you have quite a wide circle of friends!” 

“What? The people from the Chinese Football Association are discussing with me about joining the 

national team!” Xia ruofei said,”I guess you’ll be watching the game in the same room today! He was 

received by Zhou leiyun this time. ” 

Only then did Song Wei and Ling Qingxue remember the middle – aged man in the private room. Song 

Wei suddenly realized and said,””It’s him! If I remember correctly, that person should be the Vice 

President of the Chinese Football Association, Zhao Zhenghao!” 

“That’s right!” Xia ruofei said,”she came all the way to Spain. It’s not appropriate if we don’t even meet, 

so I agreed. You two can come with me tomorrow!” 

“RUO Fei’s face is quite big! Even the Vice President of the Chinese Football Association came to talk to 

you in person. ” Ling Qingxue said with a smile. 

“It’s just like that! It’s not worth being proud of. ” Xia ruofei laughed as he scratched his head. 

He walked out of the Two Women’s Room and went straight back to his own room. 

In the away team’s locker room in nokapu, Xia ruofei had only taken a simple shower because he had to 

attend the press conference. After returning to his room, he went to the bathroom to take a hot bath, 

then changed into a sleeping robe and went to the bedroom, feeling comfortable. He took out another 

origin crystal and held it in his palm, then sat cross – legged and began to cultivate. 

During this period of time, whenever Xia ruofei had free time, he would use it to cultivate. After all, 

there was no bottleneck in the stage of transforming genuine Qi into vitality. It was all about grinding. 

Xia ruofei was looking forward to the improvement of his strength after he entered the Golden core 

stage. Therefore, he could not help but cultivate whenever he had time. 

With his current cultivation base, he basically wouldn’t feel very tired after playing a match like tonight. 

He didn’t consume much energy, so sitting down to cultivate was naturally no problem. 

…… 

The next morning, Xia ruofei woke up in high spirits and washed up. After having breakfast with Ling 

Qingxue and Song Wei, he took them out to shop. 

They had just played a match yesterday and won an unexpected victory, so Ruby gave the whole team a 

day off. Even if Xia ruofei wanted to train with the team, he could not find anyone at the training base. 

He had been here for so many days, but he hadn’t had the chance to spend time with Song Wei and Ling 

Qingxue in Barcelona. He was free this morning, so he took the two girls out. 



They didn’t take a car, nor did they have a clear goal, because they didn’t need to go to all the famous 

attractions to clock in. They just wandered aimlessly on the streets of Barcelona, very relaxed. 

To Xia ruofei’s surprise, there were many Spanish fans in the nearby area. As the three of them walked 

on the street, they met several groups of Spanish fans. They all recognized Xia ruofei, who had only 

appeared twice, and greeted him warmly. Some people politely asked for autographs and photos, and 

Xia ruofei satisfied all their requests. 

The culture of the fans here was more mature. The fans did not rush up like a swarm of bees. After 

seeing Xia ruofei sign several names in a row, the other fans took the initiative to step back. They did not 

want to cause trouble for Xia ruofei. 

However, it was Xia ruofei’s first time experiencing the troubles of being famous abroad. Even if the fans 

did not come up to disturb him, he could still feel all kinds of gazes. Some were curious, some were 

idolizing, some were admiring, some were happy ... Of course, there were also some gazes with a trace 

of hostility, probably the bar?a fans. 

Xia ruofei brought Ling Qingxue and Song Wei around for a while. After buying clothes for each of them, 

Ling Qingxue and Song Wei took the initiative to suggest that they return to the hotel. It was indeed a 

little weird that there were people watching Yingluo everywhere she went. 

The three of them returned to the hotel room and chatted for a while. Zhou leiyun then gave Xia ruofei 

a call. 

After Xia ruofei picked up, he said,””Director Zhou ... Okay, we’ll come down now!” 

“Zhou leiyun and Zhao Zhenghao are already here. Let’s go down as well!” Xia ruofei put away his 

phone. 

“Alright!” 

Xia ruofei, Ling Qingxue, and Song Wei took the elevator to the floor where Zhou leiyun’s private room 

was. The waiter brought them to an elegant room and knocked on the door. After getting an affirmative 

response from the room, the waiter pushed the door open and gestured for Xia ruofei and the other two 

to enter. 

Xia ruofei took out a ten – dollar bill and handed it to the waiter. The waiter quickly bowed in thanks. 

Xia ruofei brought Ling Qingxue and Song Wei into the private room. 

The decoration of the private room didn’t look luxurious. It was similar to the style of this hotel and gave 

off a sense of history. 

Zhou leiyun and Zhao Zhenghao were walking out to welcome them. Xia ruofei also took two quick steps 

and came in front of them. 

“Mr. Xia, I’ve heard a lot about you!” Zhao Zhenghao extended his hand to Xia ruofei and said with a 

smile. 

“Vice – President Zhao, actually, regarding the meeting, let’s just set a time in China.” Xia ruofei 

smiled.”I’m sorry to have troubled you to fly all the way here.” 



“Where? Mr. Xia is the hope for the rise of Chinese football!” Zhao Zhenghao said exaggeratedly,”since 

ancient times, respect has been paid to talents. Liu Bei invited Zhuge Liang to visit him three times! I just 

flew to Spain it’s not hard!” 

“Director Xia, Vice President Zhao, let’s sit down and talk!” Zhou leiyun said. Let’s chat while we eat!” 

“Good, good, good!” 

After everyone took their seats, the steaming hot dishes were quickly served. The waiters also began to 

pour red wine for everyone. 

After Zhou leiyun said a few words that could be used anywhere, everyone raised their glasses and 

drank together. 

“Try the craftsmanship here first!” Zhou leiyun said,”I heard that the chef here used to work at a 

Michelin restaurant. The taste should be good!” 

After drinking three glasses of wine and eating some dishes, they had finished the “prescribed action”. 

Next was the “optional action”. 

Zhao Zhenghao picked up his glass and said to Xia ruofei,””Mr. Xia, let me offer you a toast! Thank you 

for your help to Chinese football!” 

“I’ll toast you!” Xia ruofei smiled.”I really haven’t made any contributions to Chinese football.” 

“Mr. Xia’s dazzling performance itself is a huge contribution.” Zhao Zhenghao smiled and said,”not only 

can it boost the morale of the national football team, but it will also greatly promote the growth of our 

football population! Especially after last night’s game, I think for a long time in the future, there will be 

people who will have the idea of playing football after watching the video of Mr. Xia’s goal! Maybe 

among these people, there are our own Chinese C.O. And Messi!” 

Chapter 2814 Full acceptance_ 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand.”Vice – President Zhao, you’re overpraising me. I know my own 

limits. I’m just a so – called professional player who only plays fish for three days and plays the net for 

two days. I don’t deserve such high praise.” 

Zhao Zhenghao said sincerely,”Mr. Xia, I’m not trying to flatter you!” China’s football needs stars like you 

too much. In the past few years, the football world was chaotic. The most direct impact was, of course, a 

group of people went to prison, but in the long run, the impact was even more fatal. It has gradually 

begun to show in the past two years. Because of the dark secrets of the football world, the number of 

children who learned to play football in those years has sharply decreased, leading to a gap in talent. 

This is also an important reason for the decline in the national team’s performance in recent years. The 

range of talents that ran ran has selected is too small. There are only a few people from a certain age 

group. ” 

Zhao Zhenghao took a sip of his drink and continued,”Although the domestic league seems to be getting 

more and more popular in the past two years due to the entry of capital, the strength of the national 

team hasn’t improved much. The Chinese Football Association actually places a lot of importance on 

youth training. Everyone knows that football should be started from a young age, but this is a long – 



term work and it is difficult to see results in the short term. This has also made some comrades who are 

eager for quick success and instant benefits not very concerned about youth training. Some clubs also 

don’t like to do youth training because it is the most convenient way to buy people. ” 

Zhao Zhenghao and Xia ruofei were not close friends, but Zhao Zhenghao clearly knew that he could not 

treat Xia ruofei as an ordinary player. Would an ordinary player make so many big shots greet him? That 

was obviously not possible! 

“Our country has a large population, but the football population is smaller than many small European 

countries. This is the reality.” Zhao Zhenghao said seriously,”so the Chinese Football Association is also 

working hard from multiple angles, such as increasing the construction of infrastructure, promoting 

campus football, and so on. On the other hand, we’ve always wanted to set up an idol. Through the 

power of role models, we can attract more children to learn to play football. ” 

The level of European football had always been high. In addition to the natural physical advantage of the 

race, the more important reason was their consistent high – Quality youth training, such as Barcelona’s 

youth training camp, La Masia, which was world – famous. In this aspect, it was just as Zhao Zhenghao 

had said, China was still lacking. 

“We call it the ‘star – making movement’ internally,” Zhao Zhenghao said with a smile.”Originally, we 

focused our attention on Wu Lei. We hoped that the only player in the first team of the five major 

leagues could hold up the sky of Chinese football. Now, it seems that President Xia is more suitable for 

this role!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,””Vice President Zhao, I can’t do this! He couldn’t even be a role 

model for the children! Otherwise, they’ll think that professional players are like me, not doing proper 

work!” 

Everyone could not help but smile at Xia ruofei’s words. 

Xia ruofei was not a qualified professional player. He did not follow the path of a professional player. 

However, he had skills that countless professional players were envious of. He was always a hot topic 

and was a popular person on the internet. It was no wonder that Zhao Zhenghao wanted to set Xia 

ruofei as a benchmark. 

It was a simple truth. People who did not watch the game might know the names of the world’s top 

players, such as Messi and C.R.C. Luo, but they might not know the first – Class star players like Neymar, 

zuyares, and mbape. However, in China, Xia ruofei’s fame in the non – Fan circle definitely surpassed 

that of Neymar and the others. 

“Mr. Xia, we can discuss this further, but let’s not talk about this for now,” Zhao Zhenghao said with a 

smile. 

In fact, Zhao Zhenghao didn’t give up on his idea. He just felt that the time was not right. 

According to his plan, if Xia ruofei could join the China national team and perform well in the world Cup 

qualifiers, especially if he could help the national football team to enter the World Cup finals again, Xia 

ruofei would become a football hero in the eyes of the people without the deliberate promotion of the 

Chinese Football Association. 



The scene of the Chinese football team making it into the world Cup in Korea and Japan was still vivid in 

Zhao Zhenghao’s mind. It was really a national celebration! After so many years, many people were 

familiar with every player in that national team. 

As expected, Zhao Zhenghao did not mention their “star – making operation” again. Instead, he started 

chatting with Xia ruofei and Zhou leiyun. They talked about a variety of topics, from the domestic 

economic situation to the weather and food Spain. Zhao Zhenghao could be considered as a 

knowledgeable person. Basically, he could chat about any topic. 

Of course, this was also the reason why Zhao Zhenghao wanted to befriend Xia ruofei. If he was an 

ordinary player, Vice President Zhao would have been more reserved. 

After three rounds of drinks, Zhou leiyun smiled and stood up.””President Xia, Vice President Zhao, I 

can’t hold my liquor. I’ll go make some tea first. You guys can talk!” 

This private room was quite large, and it even had a special tea – making area. Of course, the tea set 

wasn’t as complete as the hotels in China. In fact, it was mainly for guests to drink coffee and chat. 

Zhou leiyun was taking the initiative to avoid suspicion. Song Wei and Ling Qingxue exchanged a look 

and stood up at the same time. 

“Let’s go have some tea too!”Song Wei said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.””Are you all full? Then go and rest for a while! I’ll have a chat with Vice 

President Zhao!” 

Chapter 2815 Full acceptance (2) 

…… 

Zhou leiyun and the other two went to the other side of the room to have tea, leaving Xia ruofei and 

Zhao Zhenghao at the dining table. 

“Mr. Xia, I’m sure you’re well aware of why I’m here,” said Zhao Zhenghao with a serious face. On behalf 

of the Chinese Football Association, I would like to make a statement: The Chinese national team is in 

urgent need of a player like Mr. Xia. We are very grateful for your enthusiasm for the country and will do 

our best to provide you with all the convenience that can be provided!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded,”thank you!” I have indeed felt the sincerity of the Chinese Football 

Association. ” 

“So, Mr. Xia has officially agreed to join the national team?” Zhao Zhenghao asked happily. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”when I posted on Weibo, I already made this clear. My thoughts haven’t 

changed. I still think that it’s my duty to serve the country. It’s my duty!” 

Zhao Zhenghao couldn’t help but praise,”Mr. Xia, you’re so understanding, I’m impressed!” To be 

honest, even if Mr. Xia and I were in your shoes, I’m afraid we might not be able to make such a 

decision. ” 



Xia ruofei smiled.”Vice President Zhao, I like to put the ugly words in the beginning. I do have some 

special circumstances. I need the Chinese Football Association and the national team to make it 

convenient for me.” 

Xia ruofei was no longer a three – year – old child. Naturally, he would not get carried away by a few 

flattering words. 

“Of course!” Replied Zhao Zhenghao. Of course! The reason why I came to Spain in person this time was 

to talk to Mr. Xia. After all, I can make most of the decisions, and it will save me the trouble of asking for 

instructions and reporting back and forth! So, Mr. Xia, if you have any requests, please feel free to let 

me know!” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”I see that Vice – President Zhao is a straightforward person. I will not beat around 

the bush. I will get straight to the point.” 

“Just say it! Just say it!” Zhao Zhenghao laughed and said,”it’s only right to give special treatment to 

special talents. As long as it’s within my authority, I’ll agree to it on the spot. Even if I can’t make the 

decision, I’ll go back and do my best to coordinate it. In short, I’ll try my best to meet your 

requirements!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”then I’ll thank Vice President Zhao first.” In fact, I don’t have many 

requirements. First of all, I may not be able to participate in the entire training of the national football 

team, but I will try my best to participate in a few joint training before the game. ” 

Actually, with Xia ruofei’s ability, he did not need to train with the national football team. He could still 

cooperate well with others. However, since he had promised to do this, he wanted to do his best. So, it 

was better to understand the characteristics of his team members in advance so that he could perform 

better in the competition. 

“No problem!” Zhao Zhenghao said without thinking. 

This was within Zhao Zhenghao’s expectations. After all, Xia ruofei was not a professional football player 

and had such a big business. The outside world estimated that his net worth was in the billions, and this 

was only his wealth on the surface. 

The national football team’s training lasted for at least half a month. How could a Big Boss like Xia ruofei 

be locked up in the training base for half a month and participate in the entire training like those 

professional players? 

Zhao Zhenghao had also learned about the situation before he came. Xia ruofei was the same when he 

was with Espanyol. He did not usually train with the team. Last time, he played directly. This time, he 

came a few days earlier to train with the team. 

The reason why Zhao Zhenghao chose to come to Barcelona to talk to Xia ruofei and even specially 

watched the game between Espanyol and Barcelona yesterday was to see Xia ruofei’s success. 

Xia ruofei’s performance in the competition had made Zhao Zhenghao worry less. 



Xia ruofei’s performance was much better than the players of Espanyol and even most of the players of 

bar?a. If such a player joined the national football team, he would be a super killer! What’s the big deal 

with giving him some special treatment? 

Moreover, he could feel that Xia ruofei’s background was very powerful. Even if he was unwilling, he 

had to agree to Xia ruofei’s reasonable request. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”thank you!” As for the second point, I hope that I can make my own decision 

to participate in the competition. “I hope Vice President Zhao can understand that I’m too busy and 

might not be able to participate in every match of the national football team ...” 

“This ...” Zhao Zhenghao hesitated. 

The national football team recruited Xia ruofei to play in the world Cup qualifiers. If Xia ruofei was not 

willing to participate, wouldn’t it be a waste of effort? 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Of course, I also know the importance of the next few competitions. There are a 

few that we have to fight to the death. I will try my best to participate in these competitions.” I mean ... 

For some less important warm – up games, as well as the second half of the qualifiers, if the national 

football association has already advanced ahead of time, or if the situation is better for the 

advancement and the opponent’s strength is weak, I hope that the Chinese Football Association and the 

national team can also give understanding and support if I really can’t make time. ” 

Zhao Zhenghao also felt relieved and said,”If that’s the case, there shouldn’t be a problem! However ... 

Mr. Xia, although our grouping for the top 40 matches is good and our opponents seem to be weak, they 

are not easy to play. So, I still hope that you can participate in the top 40 matches as much as possible 

...” 

Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows and said in surprise,””It can’t be, right? Could it be that the strength of 

the national football team had degenerated to the point where they could not even win against teams 

like Guam and Maldives? If that’s the case, even if I’m here, it won’t help! After all, football has always 

been a team sport, and there is always a limit to an individual’s strength. ” 

“Not really,” Zhao Zhenghao quickly said,”but the Philippines and Syria in the group are not easy to 

play.” Although we have the absolute advantage in the historical records of our national team against 

these two teams, they have improved very quickly in the past few years, while our national team ...” 

Zhao Zhenghao didn’t continue. Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I understand...Then let’s do this for now! The 

Philippines and Syria, home and away games, I’ll try my best to participate in all of them. In addition, I’ll 

try my best to participate in the home games against Guam and Maldives if I’m in China! If it’s an away 

game ...” 

“If Mr. Xia really can’t find the time, then forget about the away game!” Zhao Zhenghao quickly said. 

Xia ruofei had already given him a lot of face. If he couldn’t even satisfy such a small request, then he 

would really be insensible. What’s more, even if the strength of the national football team had declined, 

it was not to the extent that they could not even take down small fries like Guam and the Maldives. 

Although the offensive power of the national football team’s Vanguard was not very good, they were 

still more experienced in bullying noobs. 



According to the technical team’s analysis, the only possible variables were the games against the 

Philippines and Syria. As for Guam and Maldives, the team’s general assessment was that the national 

football team would be able to win the games with a big score. 

Zhao Zhenghao was already very satisfied that Xia ruofei had agreed to play in the Philippines and Syria. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”these are the main requirements.” The rest are just some small problems, 

such as being unable to gather with the national team before the game and so on ...” 

“No problem!” Zhao Zhenghao said without hesitation. 

“Mm! In short, as long as I agree to participate in the competition, I’ll make it a little special in 

management! But I promise it won’t affect the competition. ” Xia ruofei smiled. 

Then, Xia ruofei asked again,”by the way, Vice – President Zhao, you’ve agreed to all my conditions just 

like that. Will there be any problems with the national football team’s coaching staff?”” 

Xia ruofei knew that the current coaching staff of the national football team came from Italy. The head 

coach was the world – Class manager, Lippi. These big – Name coaches demanded a high degree of 

autonomy and did not like the Chinese Football Association interfering with their work. They did not like 

the existence of special players in the team. 

After all, such players were likely to become an unstable factor in the locker room. 

Chapter 2816 Reaching an agreement (1) 

Zhao Zhenghao smiled and said,”don’t worry about that, Mr. Xia. Before I came here, I have 

communicated with Lippi through Mr. Xu of Hengda group. I have reached a certain consensus with the 

coaching team. There should be no problem!” 

It was rumored that the Hengda group was responsible for the sky – High annual salary of Lippi’s team. It 

seemed to be true. It was estimated that if the Football Association communicated directly with Lippi’s 

team, it would be difficult to get the other party’s consent, so they had to involve Hengda group’s Xu 

Jiaying, the big gold Sponsor. 

Zhao Zhenghao continued,”moreover, everyone has the same goal, which is to do their best to ensure 

that the national football team can qualify for the World Cup qualifiers. In order to achieve this goal, it’s 

certainly not a problem to make some changes.” Lippi also specifically learned about your situation and 

studied the video of your last appearance on behalf of Spain. He acknowledges your ability. It’s just that 

there’s too little information, so he thinks it’s not enough to represent us. ” 

“Is that so?” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Zhao Zhenghao nodded and said,”when I go back this time, I will also bring back the highlights of your 

game against bar?a edited by the Spanish coaching staff. In addition, the Spanish manager Ruby seems 

to have a lot of videos of your training. I will also bring these back. I believe Lippi’s evaluation of you will 

go up a lot!” He’ll definitely give you the green light!” 

“That’s good!” Xia ruofei heaved a sigh of relief and said,”if that’s the case, there won’t be any 

problems.” 



Since Xia ruofei was willing to fight for the country, he did not want to be disturbed by external factors. 

If the coaching staff did not coordinate well, it would easily cause various disturbances and affect the 

preparation of the national football team. Then, things would turn for the worse. 

Xia ruofei was very satisfied with the Chinese Football Association’s all – out coordination. 

Zhao Zhenghao said happily,”it seems like this trip was not in vain!” To be able to recruit a great player 

like Mr. Xia for the national football team, he might be recorded in the history of Chinese football!” 

“That’s a little too much ...” Xia ruofei laughed. 

In fact, the reality was that the national football team had become a second – rate team in Asia. Some of 

the former Southeast Asian teams had improved rapidly. The opponents that they could easily beat in 

the past had become a bit difficult to deal with. It was not impossible for them to draw or even lose, not 

to mention the traditional strong Asian teams such as Wei nation, Korea, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and the 

Australian team that had joined the Asian Football Association. It was basically difficult for the Chinese 

national football team to win against these teams. 

Therefore, the outside world evaluated that although the draw for the top 40 was good and the 

situation of the qualifying round was good, it was only limited to the top 40. After entering the second 

stage of the qualifiers, it was estimated that they would most likely be running with the team. 

If the national football team could go against the trend and advance under such circumstances, it would 

obviously leave a heavy mark in the history of Chinese football. The fact that Zhao Zhenghao had come 

all the way to Spain to talk to Xia ruofei and successfully persuaded him to join the national football 

team would also be a good thing. 

“Mr. Xia, do you have any requirements for the Jersey number?” Zhao Zhenghao asked with a smile. I 

think you’re more flexible in your position in the game and seem to be more suitable behind the striker. 

You’re also very suitable to be the midfield metronome. How about ... I leave the number 10 jersey for 

you?” 

“Hasn’t Zheng Zhi always been the one wearing the number 10 jersey?” Xia ruofei frowned slightly and 

said,”it’s not good to take away someone’s favorite. Besides, I’m not particular about the Jersey 

number. I think my number 25 Jersey for Espanyol is very good. If no one else is wearing the number 25 

of the national football team, just leave it to me!” 

“This ...” Zhao Zhenghao hesitated. 

Number 25 was not a popular number. If Xia ruofei wanted this number, Zhao Zhenghao would be more 

than willing. Although he said it easily, it was not easy to give Zheng Zhi’s number 10 jersey to Xia ruofei. 

Zheng Zhi’s position in the Chinese football world was also very important. He had been the captain of 

the national football team for so many years. Although he was already 38 years old, he was still an 

indispensable figure in the defensive midfielder position of the National Football. 

At the end of Zheng Zhi’s career, in the last World Cup qualifier, he was stripped of his number 10 jersey 

and given to a player who had never been on the national team before. Even if he could get through 

Zheng Zhi’s work, he would not be able to stand the criticism from the fans! 



However, Zhao Zhenghao did not know if Xia ruofei really meant what he said. If Xia ruofei was just 

being polite, he would actually want a number 9 or 10, which symbolized the main force and core. 

However, Zhao Zhenghao went with the flow and gave him the number 25. The good impression that he 

had left would be ruined. 

To be honest, Zhao Zhenghao didn’t even care about whether the national football team could pass the 

qualifiers or Xia ruofei’s feelings. Any leader who called him could decide his future. He naturally had to 

make friends with someone like Xia ruofei. This matter was even more important than the National 

Football competition. 

This was the real reason why Zhao Zhenghao hesitated. 

“Vice President Zhao, you don’t think I’m lying, do you?” Xia ruofei smiled. 

“No, no, no!” Zhao Zhenghao quickly said,”why would I?” 

“The matter of the Jersey number is settled!” Xia ruofei said,”Vice – President Zhao, you’ll understand 

once you get to know more about the Spanish team. I really don’t care much about the number.” 

Chapter 2817 Reaching an agreement (2) 

Zhao Zhenghao finally believed that Xia ruofei really didn’t want the number 10 and didn’t care about 

the Jersey number. He let out a long sigh of relief. 

“Thank you, Mr. Xia, for supporting our work!” Zhao Zhenghao said,”then I’ll tell the national team to 

keep the number 25 Jersey first!” There are a lot of players on the team this time, and a lot of people 

have to pick their numbers!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”I’ve troubled you.” 

“What are you saying? it’s as easy as lifting a finger!” Zhao Zhenghao said politely,”just like I said, we will 

do our best to protect you, Mr. Xia, so that you won’t have any worries!” 

After the two of them finished their conversation, they both felt relaxed. 

Xia ruofei had the heart to serve the country. Now that the Chinese Football Association could make so 

many concessions and handle Special Affairs, he would have less trouble. Otherwise, he would have to 

go through the people above to persuade them. 

Of course, he didn’t know that even though he didn’t say anything, the song family and the Liu family 

had already done the work for him in advance. Otherwise, Zhao Zhenghao wouldn’t be acting like this 

today. 

Zhao Zhenghao let out a sigh of relief. The trip to Spain was perfect, both for the national football team 

and for him. 

After the two of them finished their discussion, they stood up and went to the tea – making area. They 

drank tea and chatted with Zhou leiyun, Ling Qingxue, and Song Wei. Everyone’s topic did not leave 

football, but the main topic was still the game from yesterday. 

In fact, yesterday’s match had attracted widespread attention around the world. 



In fact, as long as it was a match with Barcelona, it would definitely attract attention, not to mention the 

gimmick of the Catalan derby. Although the strength of the Derby was quite different, the Derby itself 

was full of topics. Teams from the same city would always be full of hostility. 

The result of the game was even more dramatic. Barcelona, who had rarely met an opponent in La Liga, 

was forced to score four goals by the Spanish team in their famous home ground, Nokama, and finally 

lost the game. 

The world’s major sports media reported the game from different angles. 

It could be said that this game had become a feast for the global sports media. Everyone’s “gobbling” 

angle might be different, but there was no doubt that this was a media Carnival. 

The headlines of the Chinese media were as exaggerated as they could get. 

Titles such as “China’s Twin Stars shined in La Liga, giant bar?a was cut down”,”under his Starlight last 

night, Messi was dim,””he defeated bar?a alone”,”Xia ruofei and Wu Lei became the Savior of Spain, 

working together to perform a soul – stirring killing show” and so on could be said to be endless. 

The Chinese media couldn’t be blamed for making a fuss. It could be said that Chinese football had been 

in a slump for the past few years. It was not easy to produce two players who could shine in La Liga, but 

they had to be praised to death. 

Moreover, Xia ruofei and Wu Lei had played a very obvious role in yesterday’s match. Without Xia ruofei 

and Wu Lei, Espanyol would have lost at least two goals yesterday. Therefore, although the headlines of 

the Chinese media were a little exaggerated, they were not completely exaggerated. Xia ruofei and Wu 

Lei’s performance deserved such praise. 

If the professional sports media had some restraint when writing their articles, then the online media, 

netizens, and fans were even more unrestrained. The Chinese fans were really high from yesterday’s 

game. Although it was already three or fouro’ clock in the middle of the night after the game, no one 

was sleepy at all. They kept refreshing all kinds of scoring videos on the internet. There were also a large 

number of posts and replies on Weibo and forums, all related to Xia ruofei and Wu Lei. 

The interesting thing was, perhaps he was too excited when he was commentating yesterday. After 

work ended at four in the morning, Shen fangjian only posted a congratulatory message on Weibo for 

the Spanish team’s victory and then went back to rest. No one knew if he could fall asleep or not, but he 

didn’t continue to speak on the internet after that. 

This made the netizens very uncomfortable with Wanwan’s style. This wasn’t the style of the “Wu 

chuitang” and “Xia chuitang” double Hall Masters! 

As a result, a large number of netizens flooded to leave comments under Shen fangjian’s Weibo post. 

“Hall Master Shen, wake up! Wu Lei and Xia ruofei have already scored. Why are you still sleeping? 

Hurry up and get up!” 

“Hall Master Shen, you should learn more from Hall Master Jia! Look at how professional he is!” 



Although Jia Tianning had only posted a Weibo post, he had included a moving picture of Xia ruofei and 

Wu Lei scoring a goal. In the Weibo post, he didn’t hide his admiration for the two and used many words 

of praise that some netizens thought were flattering. 

Other than that, the headlines and TikTok were also showing highlights of various versions. There were 

highlights of Xia ruofei’s every touch of the ball, as well as highlights of all the goals scored by both 

teams throughout the game. There were even netizens who specially cut out the highlights of Xia 

ruofei’s last amazing Barb ball and went to great lengths to search for several versions of commentary 

on the internet. There were English, French, Spanish, Japanese, Korean ... The commentary in all 

languages was thoughtfully accompanied with Chinese subtitles. The title was “see how the world’s 

commentators praised Xia ruofei’s multi – Language commentary on Xia ruofei’s kill ball”. 

Some of the behind – the – scenes footage on the field also attracted a lot of attention. 

Two of the videos had made it to the top of the rankings. 

One of the scenes was also an official broadcast. It was the moment when Xia ruofei scored the hook 

kill. As the Spanish players surrounded Xia ruofei and celebrated wildly, the camera turned to the 

stands. It happened to capture the first row of the stands, which was closest to the field. An Asian young 

man was waving his arms happily and shouting something. It was obvious that he could not suppress his 

excitement at the arrival of the goal. 

If it was just the Chinese fans cheering for Xia ruofei’s goal, it would not be a big deal. After all, Chinese 

people were all over the world. During this period of time, in every game that Wu Lei participated in, 

there would be Chinese fans in the stands waving red flags with five stars to cheer for him. 

The key point was that the cheering Chinese fan was wearing the Barcelona jersey and was in the stands 

for the Barcelona fans. 

It was clear that he was a hardcore bar?a fan. 

However, he was cheering and celebrating wildly for the opponent’s player who had scored a kill goal, 

which formed a strong contrast. 

Some of the netizens ‘comments were on point. At that moment, he was a Chinese fan, not a bar?a fan. 

Some people even joked,”Barcelona is going to lose?” Who cares! The key was that President Xia had 

scored a goal! Let’s celebrate! As for whether he would be beaten to death by the bar?a fans after 

coming down, it was up to whoever! Who could think so much! 

The other video was unofficial and should have been shot by a Chinese fan in the stands. 

On this side was the Spaniards ‘grandstand. When Xia ruofei’s first shot hit the goal, the people in the 

grandstand could not help but stand up and stretch their necks. When the shot did not go in, everyone 

could not help but let out a huge sigh. However, before he could finish his sigh, Xia ruofei had already 

scored with a beautiful hook. It was a kill! 

The moment the goal was scored, perhaps because it was too sudden, everyone was stunned for almost 

a second before they suddenly burst into loud cheers. 



The shot also became violent. On the one hand, the stands were shaking from the cheers of the fans. On 

the other hand, the fan was so excited that he could not hold the phone firmly. 

In addition, the fan’s voice had completely broken, and he was still shouting crazily,”President Xia! 

President Xia scored a goal! President Xia is awesome! President Xia...President Xia...Killed Barca! 

President Xia ...” 

This pig – like scream could be said to be incoherent and completely broken. At the end, there was a 

trace of choking. In addition, the image was also shaking so much that the players on the field could not 

be seen clearly at all. However, there was a shocking feeling, which made the Chinese fans resonate 

greatly at once. 

Chapter 2818 The media’s reaction (1) 

A netizen’s comment on the video was very representative. He said,”I can see that this brother’s 

excitement is completely uncontrollable. I understand this feeling too well. It’s really difficult to be a 

Chinese fan! 

There were also netizens who said,”this is the video with the most severe shaking I’ve ever seen, but I’ve 

watched it several times. When President Xia scored that goal, and then the brother who made the 

video screamed, I couldn’t stop my tears from flowing ...” 

There were many similar videos and highlights that went viral on the internet. The topic #Xia ruofei, Wu 

Lei scores a goal #shot to the top three most searched topics in a short period of time, and it had a 

strong momentum. 

When Xia ruofei, Zhou leiyun, and Zhao Zhenghao were talking about this, he could not help but 

laugh.”Director Zhou, it seems like your company’s stock is going to rise!” 

When Wu Lei first joined the Spanish team, the stock price of Zhou leiyun’s company had soared. As 

long as Wu Lei scored a goal or the Spanish team won, it was great news for Zhou leiyun’s company. The 

stock price would rise every time. 

Zhou leiyun was also overjoyed. “It’s at its daily limit at the opening today ...” 

“What a good fellow!” Xia ruofei said,”so my goal has earned you more than one or two billion! And I’m 

afraid one day is not enough! Perhaps it would continue to rise in the next few days! How much money 

would that be! You capitalists make money fast!” 

“If CEO Xia’s company goes public, the scale will soon surpass mine!” Zhou leiyun said,”but you can’t 

bear to, CEO Xia!” 

“I’m in the industry, not the capital ...” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”director Zhou, do you think ... If the 

Spanish make it into the qualification tournament, your stock will rise again?” 

“This ... It’s probably going to increase a little!” Zhou leiyun laughed and said,”but things haven’t even 

started! We’re still far from the European region, and this is only possible because we won the Kings 

‘cup at Barcelona and saved a place for the Kings’ Cup champion to participate in the UEFA Europa 

League ...” 



“The situation is much better now that we’ve won against Barcelona!” Zhao Zhenghao laughed and 

said,”the main thing is that the team’s morale has been greatly boosted, and the chances of winning the 

next few games are not small.” 

The next few opponents of Espanyol were not particularly strong. They were considered to be weaklings 

among the lower – tier teams in the league. With the current lineup and morale of Espanyol, the 

chances of winning a few games in a row were still very high. 

Of course, if Xia ruofei was always on the team and participated in every game, the chances would be 

higher. 

“Then I’ll be counting on your blessings!” Zhou leiyun was in an extremely good mood, and he chuckled. 

After chatting for a while, they saw that it was about time, so they went back to their rooms. 

Xia ruofei used the computer in the hotel room to browse the news reports, mainly from the Spain 

media. Now that he had no problems listening, reading, and writing Spanish, reading the news was a 

piece of cake. 

Xia ruofei saw that the pro – Real Madrid media, represented by Maca, had given the Spanish team high 

praise. Their comments on Xia ruofei and Wu Lei were also very objective, even a little flattering. 

In addition, the media was gloating over Barcelona’s failure. This was something they were happy to see. 

Of course, RCD Espanyol would not admit that they were just a “ditch.” 

There was a comment in the Maca newspaper: In terms of the performance of this game alone, Messi 

was far from comparable to the Chinese player Xia ruofei of the Spanish team. In other words, no player 

in the Barcelona team had a better performance than Xia ruofei, including the very eye – catching 

zuyare. It could be said that it was Xia ruofei’s wonderful play that helped Espanyol take away the three 

points that bar?a had gotten. 

When Xia ruofei saw the article, he couldn’t help but smile bitterly. Maca news was trying to make him 

hate them! When the bar?a fans saw such an article, other than scolding Maca news, they would 

definitely be full of resentment towards Xia ruofei. 

Of course, even without this report, the bar?a fans would still hate Xia ruofei to death. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei did not care about these things. 

From the Spanish team’s perspective, Xia ruofei felt pretty good reading these reports. 

However, the Catalan region’s sports daily and several other media outlets close to bar?a reported in a 

completely different style. 

Their reports were almost the same, basically with the tone of “the Spanish team was lucky and won a 

difficult victory in nokapu.” 

Basically, for some of the details of the game, it was just a stroke of brush. The home team had lost the 

game, and they had lost to a weak Espanyol. Who would break the game apart and analyze it? Wasn’t 

that the same as sprinkling salt on the universe team’s wound? 



They did not report too many details of the game, but the game was so eye – catching that the media 

could not pretend not to see it! As a result, the regional media in Katai, represented by The Sports Daily, 

focused on some highlights on and off the field. 

For example, sports daily wrote an article with the title of “Xia ruofei has praised Messi many times and 

called him a great player.” The author of this report was Pablo, the reporter who had asked Xia ruofei a 

question at the press conference yesterday. 

Chapter 2819 The media’s reaction (2) 

Xia ruofei did not find it strange at all. When he said those words at the press conference, he was 

already prepared to be taken out of context by the media. 

That night, he asked Zhou leiyun to arrange for the club’s staff to post the complete video of the 

interview on the Espanyol’s official website, especially the part where Xia ruofei answered Pablo. It was 

edited separately and placed in an eye – catching position. 

The RCD Espanyol fans were not three – year – old children. They naturally had the ability to distinguish 

right from wrong, especially after watching the interview video. Naturally, they would not 

misunderstand Xia ruofei. 

Sports daily also questioned Ruby’s words. 

It was the part where Ruby complained about nokapu’s chaotic management. The players had not even 

left the field, but the turf had already been sprayed and the lights had been turned off. 

Pablo wrote in the report,”The reporters were at the scene at the time and did not discover the 

situation that Mr. Ruby had mentioned. Bar?a’s strength was outstanding in La Liga, and they would 

encounter similar doubts every season because people were used to sympathizing with the weak ... 

When Xia ruofei saw the report, he felt angry and amused at the same time. 

Shouldn’t a news reporter pursue authenticity the most? How could this reporter speak without thinking 

and distort the truth? 

In fact, Xia ruofei had underestimated the bias of these regional media. The readers of The Sports Daily 

were mainly in the gatai region, and they were mainly bar?a fans. Their newspaper philosophy naturally 

had to be liked by the bar?a fans. Otherwise, wouldn’t it affect the sales? 

As for news ethics, it was nothing compared to the euro. 

Back to Ruby’s complaint, The Sports Daily reported it like that, so what could you do? Jumping out to 

argue with him was equivalent to helping them stir up the topic, and they were more than happy to do 

so! 

Xia ruofei furrowed his brows, thinking about whether he should respond to this. 

At that moment, the doorbell rang. Xia ruofei used his spiritual power to check and found Song Wei and 

Ling Qingxue standing at the door. 



Hence, Xia ruofei used his spiritual power to turn the doorknob and open the door. His spiritual power 

had improved a lot, and he could control small items as easily as his arms and fingers. 

Song Wei and Ling Qingxue saw that the door had opened on its own. They could see Xia ruofei sitting in 

front of the desk in the corner of the living room, staring at the computer screen. 

The two of them did not make a fuss. Xia ruofei had shown them many times how to use his spiritual 

power, so they were well aware of his ability to control objects through space. 

Song Wei and Ling Qingxue walked into the room. Ling Qingxue grinned and said,””We were a little 

bored, so we came to chat with you! RUO Fei, why don’t we go out in the afternoon?” 

Xia ruofei thought for a moment and said,””Qingxue, Weiwei, I won’t be going out in the afternoon. If 

you guys want to go shopping, I’ll ask director Zhou to arrange a car and a few people to follow you.” 

Song Wei looked at Xia ruofei and said,””Ruofei, you don’t seem to be in a good mood.” 

“No way! Weren’t they all fine during lunch?” Ling Qingxue asked,”RUO Fei, what’s wrong?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”it’s no big deal!” It was just that he saw an article and felt a little unhappy! 

But I can’t do anything to them at the moment, so I’m even more upset!” 

“What report?” Ling Qingxue came over to take a look. 

The Spanish language that filled the screen made her dizzy. Fortunately, the accompanying pictures 

were not bad. Most of them were related to Xia ruofei. There were pictures of him dribbling the ball, 

passing the ball, and shooting the goal. Especially the fatal Barb, which was the biggest and also included 

in the article. 

“What exactly is written in this?” Ling Qingxue said with a frown. 

Song Wei also looked at him, asking for his opinion. Xia ruofei smiled and explained the whole situation 

to them, then said, “That’s the general situation. What did this mean? Sometimes, when a person with a 

pen becomes shameless, he’s even more ruthless than those people with machetes!” 

Ling Qingxue said angrily,”this is simply distorting the truth!” Pointing at a deer as a horse! So many of 

our Spanish fans are at the scene and everyone can testify!” 

Song Wei was calmer. She didn’t say anything in the beginning and only thought to herself. After Ling 

Qingxue finished explaining angrily, Song Wei said,””Ruofei, although it’s a little discouraging to say this, 

I still have to say it. According to the traditional way of dealing with this, we can’t do anything about this 

kind of report ...” 

“I know ... It’s just a little infuriating ...” Xia ruofei smiled bitterly. 

Xia ruofei then clicked on the link to the author’s name on the website. It was directly linked to the 

reporter Pablo’s Facebook page. As expected, Pablo had also refuted Ruby’s accusation in a sarcastic 

manner on his Facebook. 

He wrote on Facebook,”actually, I can understand Ruby’s ecstasy as the manager of a small club when 

the team was lucky enough to beat bar?a.” Although it’s a little impolite to say this, I still feel that the 



most appropriate metaphor is ‘nouveau riche’. Yes, it’s completely the face of someone who became 

rich overnight. This is not the first time Ruby has complained about Barcelona’s home ground, but he 

has never provided any evidence! 

“Even if Ruby said that there was something going on, I have enough reason to believe that it must be 

that Espanyol’s celebration was too long and had affected the maintenance work of nokapu Stadium. 

Maybe the staff had to turn on the water spray switch after many reminders were ineffective! 

In addition, as everyone knew, Xia ruofei, who scored the kill goal in this game, was also a shareholder 

of Espanyol. At the press conference, Xia ruofei also said that he wanted to buy Messi from Barcelona! 

Oh my God! How arrogant must he be to say such stupid words? There was nothing wrong with calling 

them upstarts! The Chinese have become a little rich in the past few years, but their Foundation ...” 

Xia ruofei translated Pablo’s words to Ling Qingxue and Song Wei. Ling Qingxue was so angry that she 

felt like her lungs were about to explode. She said,”How can there be such a shameless person? It’s as 

disgusting as eating a dead rat!” 

Song Wei, on the other hand, was still calm. She seemed to be deep in thought as she asked,”RUO Fei, 

his post should be quite popular, right?” 

Xia ruofei took a look and nodded.””Yup! His fan page has quite a lot of followers. Look, there are 

hundreds of comments!” 

If this number was placed on China’s Weibo platform, it would actually not be much. After all, there 

were so many netizens in China, and there were many so – called fake accounts among them. However, 

it was already a very popular blog post on Facebook. 

Xia ruofei continued,”but it’s obvious that these were left by the bar?a fans. Look at the content of their 

messages ...” 

“Don’t translate it for us,” Ling Qingxue said hurriedly.”It’s definitely not good!” 

Xia ruofei and Song Wei could not help but laugh. 

Xia ruofei said,”yes!” It’s not anything good, so you don’t have to listen!” 

Song Wei said thoughtfully,”based on my experience, if we overreact, we’ll fall into their trap.” If you 

don’t respond at all ... Staying silent doesn’t seem like your style!” 

“Weiwei, do you have any good suggestions?” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. 

“I’ll show you something first, then you can figure out how to deal with it!”Song Wei smiled. 

Song Wei took out her phone and found a video in her gallery. She played it and passed it to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei took the picture confusedly and realized that it was a picture of the Spanish players 

celebrating on the field after yesterday’s game. 

In the video, the RCD Espanyol players were cheering and celebrating on the turf of nokapu and 

constantly waving to the away team’s stands. The RCD Espanyol fans also responded enthusiastically in 

the stands and kept shouting. The loudest one was Xia ruofei’s name. 



At this moment, the main light in the stadium went out at once. Immediately after, the hidden faucet 

under the grass began to rise and quickly sprayed water out ... 

Chapter 2820 Strategizing (1) 

Song Wei’s video not only captured the entire process of the stadium turning off the lights and spraying 

water, but also clearly captured the bar?a fans leaving the stadium from the opposite stands because 

she was in the VIP box. Some of the bar?a fans laughed loudly and made some indecent gestures at the 

Espanyol players after the Spanish players were drenched. 

“Weiwei, I didn’t expect you to be able to take these pictures!” Xia ruofei said in surprise. 

“I wanted to take a picture of your celebration, but I didn’t expect to get this,” Song Wei said with a 

smile. 

Ling Qingxue had also been watching the video with the two of them. She said,””This is solid evidence! 

Let’s see what that reporter has to say!” 

Song Wei looked at Xia ruofei and asked,””RUO Fei, what do you plan to do?” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,””Don’t release this video yet!” 

“Why?” Ling Qingxue asked in confusion,”you should have released the video to slap him in the face!” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Let’s wait and see for a while. Public opinion has not yet fermented. The Spanish 

clubs have not even officially responded!” 

“That’s good,” Song Wei said thoughtfully.”But we can’t just do nothing. I think we should add some fuel 

to the fire ...” 

Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue looked at each other. Ling Qingxue could not help but say,””Wei Wei, if you 

have any ideas, just say it out loud. Don’t keep me in suspense!” 

“Look!” Song Wei laughed and said. In fact, the report of The Sports Daily was just a little biased. I guess 

the sports media on the Spain side is more or less biased and have their own teams to support. The 

people may have become used to it. In fact, the most infuriating thing is the content on this reporter’s 

personal social account, which is Facebook. ” 

“That’s right!”Xia ruofei nodded. 

After all, Facebook only represented himself, so Pablo’s comments on Facebook were much more 

outrageous than the articles he wrote in sports daily. It was Pablo’s content on Facebook that made Ling 

Qingxue so angry. 

Song Wei continued,”this reporter isn’t a famous person. His Facebook influence can only be considered 

average. These few posts about yesterday’s competition might be explosive, but compared to the 

explosive posts on Weibo or the headlines in our country, it’s not just an order of magnitude!” 

Ling Qingxue sensed something and asked,””Weiwei, you’re saying ... We should transfer this person’s 

post to China?” 



“That’s right!”Song Wei smiled and nodded. Think about it, if we translate his posts word by word and 

take screenshots and post them on Weibo, what will the Chinese fans ‘reaction be?” 

“Then it’ll definitely blow up!” Ling Qingxue said without even thinking,”to exaggerate a little, RUO Fei 

and Wu Lei are like gods in the hearts of the Chinese fans! This guy dared to blaspheme a God. The 

netizens of Huaxia will definitely let him see the power of the vast ocean of people’s war!” 

“This is what I meant by adding fuel to the fire!” Song Wei smiled. 

Ling Qingxue said,”if we really do that, the Chinese netizens will definitely climb over the wall to attack 

him!” Do you still remember the expedition of the Imperial Bar back then? That’s what you call “Grand 

and mighty”!” 

Speaking of this, Ling Qingxue suddenly revealed a suspicious expression and asked,””Weiwei, this is 

satisfying, but didn’t you still let the reporter achieve his goal of creating hype? It was estimated that no 

one in Spain had ever seen such a large – scale online battle. Didn’t he become a celebrity all of a 

sudden? We’re having a good time scolding them, but they might be secretly happy!” 

Xia ruofei revealed a thoughtful expression and said,””Qingxue, there’s still a difference ... If me, Wu Lei, 

Ruby, or the Spanish officials were to argue with a reporter, it would indeed be a bit degrading, and we 

would really be flattering him. But ...” 

Then, Xia ruofei changed the topic and said,””If thousands of Chinese netizens flood into his Facebook 

account to scold him, it may be a different situation. These are just ordinary netizens and fans, and 

everyone climbed over the wall and left after scolding him. They won’t bring him any good reputation 

and will only leave a mess on his face. ” 

Song Wei nodded in agreement and said,”Although objectively speaking, it will definitely increase his 

exposure, the netizens ‘comments are all scolding him. Even if he has a reputation, it won’t be a good 

one. He might even become a laughing stock!” 

Xia ruofei replied,”yes!” Then, we’ll release the video that Wei Wei shot at the right time, and it’ll be 

confirmed! It means Pablo is lying and making things up, which goes against the most basic principle of 

authenticity for a reporter!” 

Ling Qingxue also understood what he meant. She said excitedly,””When that time comes, he won’t be 

able to continue in this line of work! Hmph! Such a Bad Reporter should be taught a deep lesson!” 

Xia ruofei and the other two looked at each other and smiled. Xia ruofei said,””Then let’s do this! I’ll do 

it!” 

After that, he quickly took screenshots of the posts on Pablo’s Facebook about yesterday’s game. Then, 

he opened the PS software and translated Pablo’s Facebook into Chinese. He typed the screenshots in 

red font, which basically corresponded to Spanish. 

 


